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Abstract. Model-Integrated Computing (MIC) is an approach to
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA), which has been developed primar-
ily for embedded systems. MIC places strong emphasis on the use of
domain-specific modeling languages (DSML-s) and model transforma-
tions. A metamodeling process facilitated by the Generic Modeling En-
vironment (GME) tool suite enables the rapid and inexpensive develop-
ment of DSML-s. However, the specification of semantics for DSML-s is
still a hard problem. In order to simplify the DSML semantics, this pa-
per discusses semantic anchoring, which is based on the transformational
specification of semantics. Using a mathematical model, Abstract State
Machine (ASM), as a common semantic framework, we have developed
formal operational semantics for a set of basic models of computations,
called semantic units. Semantic anchoring of DSML-s means the specifi-
cation of model transformations between DSML-s (or aspects of complex
DSML-s) and selected semantic units. The paper describes the semantic
anchoring process using the meta-programmable MIC tool suite.

1 Introduction

The Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) advocates a model-based approach for
software development. Model-Integrated Computing (MIC) [27,24] is a domain-
specific approach to MDA, which has been developed primarily for embedded
systems. The MIC approach eases the complicated task of embedded system
design by equipping developers with domain-specific modeling languages [25]
tailored to the particular constraints and assumptions of their various applica-
tion domains. A well-made DSML captures the concepts, relationships, integrity
constraints, and semantics of the application domain and allows users to program
imperatively and declaratively through model construction.

While a metamodeling process enables the rapid and inexpensive develop-
ment of DSML syntax, the semantics specification for DSML-s remains a chal-
lenge problem. Transformational specification of semantics [9], gives us a chance
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to simplify the DSML semantics design. This paper exploits the transforma-
tional semantics specification approach for creating a semantic anchoring infras-
tructure [22]. This infrastructure incorporates a set of metaprogrammable MIC
tools, including: the Generic Model Environment (GME) [4] for metamodeling,
the Graph Rewriting and Transformation (GReAT) [2] tool for model trans-
formation, the Abstract State Machines (ASM) [18,12], as a common semantic
framework to define the semantic domain of DSML-s, and AsmL [1] – a high-level
executable specification language based on the concepts of ASM for semantics
specification.

The organization of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes the
background for DSML specifications. Semantic anchoring is summarized in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, we use a simple DSML that captures the finite state machine
domain from Ptolemy II [5] as a case study to demonstrate the key steps in the
semantic anchoring process. Conclusions and future work appear in Section 5.

2 Background: DSML Specification

A DSML can be formally defined as a 5-tuple L = 〈A, C, S, MS , MC〉 consisting
of abstract syntax (A), concrete syntax (C), syntactic mapping (MC), semantic
domain (S) and semantic mapping (MS) [28]. The syntax of a DSML consists
of three parts: an abstract syntax, a concrete syntax, and a syntactic mapping.
The abstract syntax A defines the language concepts, their relationships, and
well-formedness rules available in the language. The concrete syntax C defines
the specific notations used to express models, which may be graphical, textual,
or mixed. The syntactic mapping, MC : C → A, assigns syntactic constructs to
elements in the abstract syntax.

DSML syntax provides the modeling constructs that conceptually form an in-
terface to the semantic domain. The semantics of a DSML provides the meaning
behind each well-formed domain model composed from the syntactic modeling
constructs of the language. For example, in MIC applications, the semantics of a
domain model often prescribes the behavior that simulates an embedded system.

DSML semantics are defined in two parts: a semantic domain S and a se-
mantic mapping MS : A → S [21]. The semantic domain S is usually defined
in some formal, mathematical framework, in terms of which the meaning of the
models is explained. The semantic mapping relates syntactic concepts to those of
the semantic domain. In DSML applications, semantics may be either structural
or behavioral. The structural semantics describes the meaning of the models in
terms of the structure of model instances: all of the possible sets of components
and their relationships, which are consistent with the well-formedness rules, are
defined by the abstract syntax. Accordingly, the semantic domain for structural
semantics is defined by a set-valued semantics. The behavioral semantics may de-
scribe the evolution of the state of the modeled artifact along some time model.
Hence, the behavioral semantics is formally captured by a mathematical frame-
work representing the appropriate form of dynamics. In this paper, we focus on
the behavioral semantics of a DSML.
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3 Semantic Anchoring

Although DSML-s use many different notations, modeling concepts and model
structuring principles for accommodating needs of domains and user communi-
ties, semantic domains for expressing basic behavior categories are more limited.
A broad category of component behaviors can be represented by basic behavioral
abstractions, such as Finite State Machine, Timed Automaton, Continuous Dy-
namics and Hybrid Automaton. This observation led us to the following strategy
in defining behavioral semantics for DSML-s:

1. Define a set of minimal modeling languages {Li} for the basic behavioral
abstractions and develop the precise specifications for all components of
Li = 〈Ci, Ai, Si, MSi, MCi〉. We use the term ”semantic unit” to describe
these basic modeling languages.

2. Define the behavioral semantics of an arbitrary L = 〈C, A, S, MS , MC〉 mod-
eling language transformationally by specifying the MA : A → Ai mapping.
The MS : A → S semantic mapping of L is defined by the MS = MSi ◦ MA

composition, which indicates that the semantics of L is anchored to the Si

semantic domain of the Li modeling language.

The tool architecture supporting the semantic anchoring process above is
shown in Figure 1. The GME tool suite [4] is used for defining the abstract
syntax, A, for an L = 〈C, A, S, MS , MC〉 DSML using UML Class Diagrams
[7] and OCL as metalanguage [8]. The Li = 〈Ci, Ai, Si, MSi, MCi〉 semantic
unit is defined as an AsmL specification [1] in terms of (a) an AsmL Abstract
Data Model (which corresponds to the Ai, abstract syntax specification of the
modeling language defining the semantic unit in the AsmL framework), (b) the
Si, semantic domain (which is implicitly defined by the ASM mathematical
framework), and (c) the MSi, semantic mapping (which is defined as a model
interpreter written in AsmL).

The MA : A → Ai semantic anchoring of L to Li is defined as a model
transformation using the GReAT tool suite [2]. The abstract syntax A and Ai

Fig. 1. Tool Architecture for DSML Design throughs Semantic Anchoring
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are expressed as metamodels. Connection between the GME-based metamod-
eling environment and the AsmL environment is provided by a simple syntax
conversion. Since the GReAT tool suite generates a model translation engine
from the meta-level specification of the model transformation [23], any legal do-
main model defined in the DSML can be directly translated into a corresponding
AsmL data model and can be simulated by using the AsmL native simulator. In
the following, we give explanation of our methodology and the involved tools.

3.1 Formal Framework for Specifying Semantic Units

Semantic anchoring requires the specification of semantic units in a formal frame-
work using a formal language, which is not only precise but also manipulable.
The formal framework must be general enough to represent all three compo-
nents of the MS : A → S specification; the abstract syntax, A, with set-valued
semantics, the S semantic domain to represent the dynamic behavior and the
mapping between them. We select Abstract State Machine (ASM) as a formal
framework for the specification of semantic units.

Abstract State Machine (ASM), formerly called Evolving Algebras [18], is a
general, flexible and executable modeling structure with well-defined semantics.
General forms of behavioral semantics can be encoded as (and simulated by) an
abstract state machine [12]. ASM is able to cover a wide variety of domains: se-
quential, parallel, and distributed systems, abstract-time and real-time systems,
and finite- and infinite-state domains. ASM has been successfully used to specify
the semantics of numerous languages, such as C [19], Java [14], SDL [17] and
VHDL [13]. In particular, the International Telecommunication Union adopted
an ASM-based formal semantics definition of SDL as part of SDL language def-
inition [6].

The Abstract State Machine Language, AsmL [1], developed by Microsoft
Research, makes writing ASM specifications easy within the .NET environment.
AsmL specifications look like pseudo-code operating on abstract data structures.
As such, they are easy for programmers to read and understand. A set of tools
is also provided to support the compilation, simulation, test case generation
and model checking for AsmL specifications. The fact that there exists plentiful
supporting tools for AsmL specifications was a important reason for us to select
AsmL over other formal specification languages, such as Z [16], tagged signal
model [26] and Reactive Modules [11]. A detailed introduction to ASM and
AsmL is beyond the scope of this paper, but readers can refer to other papers
[1,12,18].

3.2 Formal Framework for Model Transformation

We use model transformation techniques as a formal approach to specify the
MA : A → Ai mapping between the abstract syntax of a DSML and the abstract
syntax of the semantic unit. Based on our discussion above, the abstract syntax
A of the DSML is defined as a metamodel using UML class diagrams and OCL,
and the Ai abstract syntax of the semantic unit is an Abstract Data Model
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expressed using the AsmL data structure. However, the specification of the MA

transformation requires that the domain and codomain of the transformation is
expressed in the same language. In our tool architecture, this common language
is the abstract syntax metamodeling language (UML class diagrams and OCL),
since the GReAT tool suite is based on this formalism.

This choice requires building a UML/OCL-based metamodeling interface for
the Abstract Data Model used in the AsmL specification of the semantic unit.
One possible solution is to define a UML/OCL metamodel that captures the
abstract syntax of the generic AsmL data structures. The other solution is to
construct a metamodel that captures only the exact syntax of the AsmL Ab-
stract Data Model of a particular semantic unit. Each solution has its own ad-
vantages and disadvantages. In the first solution, different semantic units can
share the same metamodel and the same AsmL generator can be used to gen-
erate the data model in the native AsmL syntax. The disadvantage is that the
model transformation rules and the AsmL specification generator are more com-
plicated. Figure 2 shows a simplified version of the metamodel of generic AsmL
data structures as it appears in the GME metamodeling environment. In the
second solution, a new metamodel needs to be constructed for different semantic
units, but the transformation rules are simpler and more understandable. Since
the metamodel construction is easier compared with the specification of model
transformation rules, we selected the second solution in our current work. We
will present a metamodel example using this approach in section 4.4.

The MA : A → Ai semantic anchoring is specified by using the Unified Model
Transformation (UMT) language of the GReAT tool suite [23]. UMT itself is a

Fig. 2. Metamodel for a Set of AsmL Data Structures
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DSML and the transformation MA can be specified graphically using the GME
tool. The GReAT tool uses GME and allows users to specify model-to-model
transformation algorithms as graph transformation rules between metamodels.
The transformation rules between the source and the target metamodels form
the semantic anchoring specifications of a DSML. The GReAT engine can ex-
ecute these transformation rules and transform any allowed domain model to
an AsmL model stored in an XML format. Then the AsmL specification gen-
erator parses the XML file, performs specification rewriting and generates data
model in the native AsmL syntax. Note that UMT provides designers with cer-
tain modeling constructs (e.g. ”any match”) to specify non-deterministic graph
transformation algorithms. However, we can always achieve a unique semantic
anchoring result by using only the UMT modeling constructs that do not cause
the non-determinism.

4 Semantic Anchoring Case Study: FSM Domain in
Ptolemy II

We have applied the semantic anchoring method and tool suite to design several
DSML-s, including one patterned after the finite state machine (FSM) domain
in Ptolemy II [5], the MATLAB Stateflow [20], and the IF timed automata based
modeling language [15]. The detailed implementation can be downloaded from
[3]. We use the FSM domain from Ptolemy II as a case study to illustrate the
process described above.

4.1 The FSM Domain in Ptolemy

The Ptolemy FSM domain was proposed by Edward Lee with the name *charts
[10] in 1999. It allows the composition of hierarchical FSMs with a variety of
concurrency models. For simplicity, we define a DSML called the FSM Modeling
Language (FML) which only supports Ptolemy-style hierarchical FSMs. For a
detailed description of *charts and the hierarchical FSMs in Ptolemy II, readers
may refer to [5,10].

4.2 The Abstract Syntax Definition for FML

Figure 3 shows a UML class diagram for the FML metamodel as represented
in GME. The classes in the UML class diagram define the domain modeling
concepts. For example, the State class denotes the FSM domain concept of state.
Instances of the State class can be created in a domain model to represent the
states of a specific FSM. Note that the State class is hierarchical: each State
object can contain another state machine as a child in the hierarchy.

A set of OCL constraints is added to the UML class diagram to specify well-
formedness rules. For example, the constraint,
self.parts(State)→size>0 implies
self.parts(State)→select(s:State|s.initial)→size=1,
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Fig. 3. A UML Class Diagram for the FML Metamodel

is attached to the FSM class. It specifies that if a FSM object has child states,
exactly one child state must be the initial state. This is a constraint in Ptolemy
II FSM domain.

Visualizations for instances of classes also need to be specified in the meta-
model, so that an icon in a domain model will denote an instance of the cor-
responding class in the metamodel. In GME, this is usually done by setting a
metamodel class’s ”Icon” attribute to the name of the desired bitmap.

4.3 Semantic Unit Specifications for FML

An appropriate semantic unit for FML should be generic enough to express
the behavior of all syntactically correct FSMs. Since our purpose in this paper
is restricted to demonstrate the key steps in semantic anchoring, we do not
investigate the problem of identifying a generic semantic unit for hierarchical
state machines. We simply define a semantic unit, which is rich enough for FML.

The semantic unit specification includes two parts: an Abstract Data Model
and a Model Interpreter defined as operational rules on the data structures.
Whenever we have a domain model in AsmL (which is a specific instance of the
Abstract Data Model), this domain model and the operational rules compose
an abstract state machine, which gives the model semantics. The AsmL tools
can simulate its behavior, perform the test case generation or perform model
checking. Since the size of the full semantic unit specification is substantial, we
can only show a part of the specifications together with some short explanations.
Interested readers can download the full specifications from [3].

Constructing Abstract Data Model for FML. In this step, we specify an
Abstract Data Model using AsmL data structures, which will correspond to the
semantically meaningful modeling constructs in FML. The Abstract Data Model
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does not need to capture every details of the FML modeling constructs, since
some of them are only semantically-redundant. The semantic anchoring (i.e.
the mapping between the FML metamodel and the Abstract Data Model) will
map the FML abstract syntax onto the AsmL data structures that we specify
below.

Event is defined as an AsmL abstract data type structure. It may consist
of one or more fields via the AsmL case construct. The keyword structure in
AsmL declares a new type of compound value. In AsmL, classes contain instance
variables and are the only way to share memory. Structures contain fields and do
not share memory. Note that each AsmL language construct has its mathematical
meaning in ASM. Readers can refer to [29] for their relationships. These fields
are model-dependent specializations of the semantic unit, which give meaning
to different types of events. The AsmL class FSM captures the top-level of
the hierarchical state machine. The field outputEvents is an AsmL sequence
recording the chronologically-ordered model events generated by the FSM. The
field initialState records the start state of a machine. The children field is an
AsmL set that records all state objects which are the top-level children of the
state machine.

State and Transition are defined as first-class types. Note that the variable
field initalState of the State class records the start state of any child machine
contained within a given State object. The initalState will be undefined whenever
a state has no child states. This possibility forces us to add the ? modifier to
express that the value of the field may be either a State instance or the AsmL
undef value. For a similar reason, we add the ? modifier after several other types
of variable fields.

Behavioral Semantics for FML. We are now ready to specify the behav-
ioral semantics for FML as operational rules, which can interpret the AsmL
data structures defined above. Due to the space limitation, we show only two
operational rules here.
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Top-Level FSM Operations. A FSM instance waits for input events. Whenever
an allowed input event arrives, the FSM instance reacts in a well-defined manner
by updating its data fields and activating enabled transitions. To avoid non-
determinism, the Ptolemy II FSM domain defined its own priority policy for
transitions, which supports both the hierarchical priority concept and preemptive
interrupt. The operational rule fsmReact specifies this reaction step-by-step.
Note that the AsmL keyword step introduces the next atomic step of the abstract
state machine in sequence. The operations specified within a given step all occur
simultaneously.

First, the rule determines the current state, which might be an initial state.
Next, it checks for enabled preemptive transitions from the current state. If one
exists, then the machine will take this transition and end the reaction. Otherwise,
the rule will first determine if the current state has any child states. If it does,
then the rule will invoke the child states of the current state. Next, it checks for
enabled non-preemptive transitions from the current state. If one exists, the rule
will take this transition and end this reaction. Otherwise, it will do nothing and
end this reaction.

Invoke Slaves. The operational rule invokeSlaves describes the operations re-
quired to invoke the child machine in a hierarchical state. The AsmL construct
require is used here to assert that this state should be a hierarchical state, and
it should have a start state in its child machine. The rule first determines the
active state in the child machine. The rest of this operational rule is the same
as the fsmReact rule. The similarity between the reactions of the top-level state
machine and any child machine facilitates the Ptolemy II style composition of
different models of computations.
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4.4 Semantic Anchoring Specifications for FML to the Semantic
Unit

Having the abstract syntax of FML and an appropriate semantic unit specified,
we are now ready to describe the semantic anchoring specifications for FML. We
use UMT, a language supported by the GReAT tool, to specify the model trans-
formation rules between the metamodel of FML (Figure 3) and the metamodel
for the semantic unit shown in Figure 4.

The semantic anchoring specifications in UMT consist of a sequence of model
transformation rules. Each rule is finally expressed using pattern graphs. A pat-
tern graph is defined using associated instances of the modeling constructs de-
fined in the source and destination metamodels. Objects in a pattern graph can
play three different roles as follows:

1. bind : Match object(s) in the graph.
2. delete: Match objects(s) in the graph, then, remove the matched object(s)

from the graph.
3. new : Create new objects(s) provided all of the objects marked Bind or Delete

in the pattern graph match successfully.

The execution of a model transformation rule involves matching each of its
constituent pattern objects having the roles bind or delete with objects in the
input and output domain model. If the pattern matching is successful, each
combination of matching objects from the domain models that correspond to
the pattern objects marked delete are deleted and each new domain objects that
correspond to the pattern objects marked new are created.

We give an overview of the model transformation algorithm with a short
explanation for selected role-blocks below. The transformation rule-set consists
of the following steps:

1. Start by locating the top-level state machine in the input FML model; create
an AsmL FSM object and set its attribute values appropriately.

Fig. 4. Metamodel Capturing AsmL Abstract Data Structures for FML
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2. Handle Events : Match the event definitions in the input model and create
the corresponding variants through the Case construct in Event.

3. Handle States : Navigate through the FML FSM object; map its child State
objects into instances of AsmL State class, and set their attribute values ap-
propriately. Since the State in FML has a hierarchical structure, the trans-
formation algorithm needs to include a loop to navigate the hierarchy of
State objects.

4. Handle Transition: Navigate the hierarchy of the input model; create an
AsmL Transition object for each matched FML Transition object and set
its attribute values appropriately.

Figure 5 shows the top-level transformation rule that consists of a sequence
of sub-rules. These sub-rules are linked together through ports within the rule
boxes. The connections represent the sequential flow of domain objects to and
from rules. The ports FSMIn, and AsmLIn are input ports, while ports FSMOut
and AsmLOut are output ports. In the top-level rule, FSMIn and AsmLIn are
bound to the top-level state machine in the FSM model that is to be trans-
formed, and the root object (a singleton instance of AsmLADS ) in the semantic
data model that is to be generated, respectively. The four key steps in the trans-
formation algorithm, as described above, are corresponding to the four sub-rules
contained in the top level rule.

The figure also shows a hierarchy, i.e., a sub-rule may be further decomposed
into a sequence of sub-rules. The CreateStateObjects rule outlines a graphical
algorithm which navigates the hierarchical structure of a state machine. It starts
from the root state, does the bread-first navigation to visit all child state objects
and creates corresponding AsmL State objects.

Figure 6 shows the SetAttributes rule. This rule sets the attribute values for
the newly created AsmL State object. First, the sub-rule SetInitialState checks
whether the current FML State object is a hierarchical state and has a start
state. If it has a start state, set the value of the attribute initialState to this start
state. Otherwise set the value to null. Then, the sub-rule SetSlaves searches for
all hierarchically-contained child states in the current state and adds them as
members into the attribute Slave whose type is a set. Finally, the transitions out

Fig. 5. Top-level model transformation rule
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Fig. 6. Model Transformation Rule: SetAttributes

Fig. 7. Model Transition Rule: SetInitialState

Fig. 8. Model Transition Rule: CreateChildStateObject

from the current state are added as members to the attribute OutTransitions by
the sub-rule SetOutTransitions.

The final contents of model transformation rules are pattern graphs that
are specified in UML class diagrams. Figure 7 shows a part of the SetInitial-
State rule, which is a pattern graph. This rule features a GReAT Guard code
block and a GReAT AttributeMapping code block. This rule is executed only
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if the graph elements match and the Guard condition evaluates to true. The
AttributeMapping block includes code for reading and writing object attributes.

The CreateChildStateObejct rule, shown in Figure 8, creates a new AsmL
State object when a FML child State object is matched. It also enables the
hierarchy navigation. Through a loop specified in the CreateStateObjects rule
(Figure 5), the child State object output by the Child port will come back as an
input object to the Parent port.

In the semantic anchoring process, the GReAT engine takes a legal FML
domain model, executes the model transformation rules and generates an AsmL

Fig. 9. A Hierarchical FSM model: ComputerStatus

Fig. 10. Part of the AsmL Data Model Generated from the ComputerStatus Model
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data model. As an example, we design a simple hierarchical FSM model in the
GME modeling environment (Figure 9), which simulates the status of a com-
puter. An XML file storing the AsmL data model is generated through the se-
mantic anchoring process. We developed an AsmL specification generator, which
can parse this XML file and generate the data model in native AsmL syntax as
shown in Figure 10. The newly created AsmL data model plus the previously-
defined AsmL semantic domain specifications compose an abstract state machine
that gives the semantics for the FSM model ComputerStatus. With these speci-
fications, the AsmL tools can simulate the behavior, do the test case generation
and model checks. For more information about the AsmL supported analysis,
see [1].

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes a rapid and formal DSML design methodology, which in-
tegrates the semantic anchoring method and the metamodeling process. As the
example showed, combining operational specification of semantic units with the
transformational specification of DSML-s has the potential for improving signif-
icantly the precision of DSML specifications. We expect that substantial further
effort is required to identify the appropriate set of semantic units and the best
formal framework, which is general enough to cover a broad range of models
of computations and can integrate both operational and denotational semantic
specifications. We are now working on specifying a semantic unit that can cap-
ture the common semantics for varied real-time system modeling languages. An
interesting area for further research is use cases for semantic units. This may in-
clude the automatic generation of model translators that confirm the operational
semantic captured in the semantic unit and offer semantically well founded tool
integration and tool verification technology.
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